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Welcome to the Webinar!
Please open the Chat box and share your name and location.

From Pivoting to Innovation
Designing Faith Formation in 2020-21
John Roberto
jroberto@lifelongfaith.com
Lifelong Faith Website: www.LifelongFaith.com
Vibrant Faith Catalyst: https://vibrant-faith-catalyst.mn.co
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A Guide to Transforming Faith
Formation for a New World
Download in the Toolkit on VF Catalyst or at
www.LifelongFaith.com
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Questions &
Uncertainties
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Questions & Uncertainties
• Sunday worship?
• Large group gatherings at church?
• Intergenerational and/or family faith formation gatherings
at church?
• Children’s classes? Youth meetings?
• Rituals: Baptisms, First Communion, Confirmation, etc.
• Retreats?
• Mission trips?
How durable, resilient, and flexible are the current forms of
ministry and faith formation?
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What will faith formation &
ministry look like in 2020-21?
We are not going back to normal.
We are no longer talking about months but
about years of COVID-19.
We will not be able to gather people in
church facilities as we have in the past.
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Time to
Reinvent
Faith
Formation
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Through MOS at Home, our
talented team of educators and
experts is making STEM
accessible to people
everywhere, helping to inspire
problem solvers, doers, and
makers of all ages.
Updated with new online
content every day, MOS at
Home includes:
• Live presentations with
question-and-answer
sessions
• Podcasts about a variety of
science topics delivered by
Museum educators
• Town halls that bring
together thought leaders
from across science and
technology
• Family-friendly STEM
activities that provide handson education at home
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From Pivoting to Innovation
“How Your Children’s Ministry Can Emerge Stronger and Better After COVID-19” Mimi Larsen

In these past weeks, we have all worked hard to pivot, recreating our face-to-face
ministries either online or in other creative ways. But we will not be going back to the
same world—we will emerge from this pandemic in a world that has been profoundly
changed.
As Les McKeown states, it’s not enough to pivot. Pivoting involves keeping your eyes on
what you have been doing. Instead, we should be embracing innovation, looking
toward the future and imagining new ways of doing ministry. It is critical that leaders
move from a pivot mindset to an innovation mindset, asking questions like these:
• What would it look like to rethink how all ages grow in faith?
• What might a home-based discipleship ministry look like?
• How might your church embrace intergenerational worship and ministry?
Yes, these innovative ideas require some thought. They also require creativity and risk.
But don’t be afraid. We have been given a significant opportunity. Rarely do we get the
time and space in ministry to dream. Asking “What if…?” can open-up all kinds of
creative possibilities.
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Building Blocks for
Faith Formation 2.0
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Focus on goals for faith maturing in faith at
each stage of life and design programming to
address the goals.
Integrate three faith forming environments:
intergenerational community, family, and age
or peer group in all programming.
Design faith formation in three seasonal
menus of programming.
Design playlists of faith forming content and
experiences for all ages to structure faith
formation programming.
Design faith formation using online and
blended approaches, eventually
incorporating programming in physical
settings when conditions allow.
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Building Block #1: Focus on Goals

TO

FROM
Activity, Classes, and
Programs

Goals for
Maturing in Faith for
a Lifetime
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Begin with
Goals for
Maturing
in Faith

Jesus

• Developing and sustaining a personal
relationship and commitment to Jesus
Christ

Discipleship

• Living as a disciple of Jesus Christ and
making the Christian faith a way of life

Bible

Teachings

Praying

• Reading and studying the Bible—its
message, meaning, and application to life
today

• Learning the Christian story and
foundational teachings of the Christian
faith and integrating its meaning into
one’s life

• Praying—together and by ourselves—and
seeking spiritual growth through spiritual
disciplines
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Morality

Begin with
Goals for
Maturing
in Faith

Serving

• Living with moral integrity guided by Christian
ethics and values

• Living the Christian mission in the world—
serving those in need, caring for God’s creation,
and acting and advocating for justice and
peace.

Worship

• Worshipping God with the community at
Sunday worship, ritual celebrations, and the
seasons of the church year

Engaged

• Being actively engaged in the life, ministries,
and activities of the faith community

Gifts

• Practicing faith in Jesus Christ by using one’s
gifts and talents within the Christian
community and in the world
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Lifelong Faith Formation
Age-appropriate experiences, programs, activities,
resources, etc. that promote faith maturing at each life
stage
Children

Teens

0-10

11-19

Young
Adults

Midlife
Adults

Mature
Adults

Older
Adults

20s-30s

40s-50s

60s-70s

80+
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One Goal, Many Methods & Media

Program
Activity
Resource

Program
Activity
Resource

Program
Activity
Resource

Goal
15

Building Block #2:
Holistic Faith Formation
Intergenerational

Family

Peers or
Life Stage
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Holistic Faith Formation
Intergenerational
• Participate in several celebrations of Church year feasts & seasons
• Join the community in a service service project
• Participate in a leadership role or church ministry

Family
•
•
•
•

Develop a faith practice each season: prayer, Bible reading, etc.
Celebrate church year seasons at home
Participate in two whole family programs at church
Participate in two service projects as a family

Life Stage / Peer Specific
• Select one’s participation in courses, workshops, retreats, vacation Bible
school, service projects and mission trips, etc.
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Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Children’s
Programming
Adolescent
Program
Adult
Programming
Family
Programming
Whole
Community
Programming

Building Block #3. Seasonal Approach
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WHAT IS
WESTWOOD U?
Welcome to Westwood U!
Westwood U offers people of all ages the opportunity to gather for education, faith
development, and mutual growthkids, parents, grandparents, friends…
Everyone is invited!
The purpose is to move beyond education to formation and transformation.
Westwood U is a way to nurture a whole culture — an ecosystem – of faith formation at
Westwood.
We believe that heart and hands must accompany head in one’s faith journey, so in addition to
the classroom, Westwood U will create opportunities for faith mentoring, faith socializing, and
even faith surfing by tapping into life experience of multiple generations. We operate under the
conviction that the content of faith has no traction outside of faith-based relationships. Our
faith flourishes in relationship.
What courses are offered?
There are 3 categories for the courses offered at Westwood U. Several courses
from each category are offered throughout the year.
They are:
Know- hands on learning
Live- service to our neighbor and congregation
Grow- fellowship and faith nurturing experiences
How many of each should I take if I’m looking to get credit for confirmation?
While completing the required number of 15 total Westwood U courses, confirmation
students are required to take a minimum number of 3 courses in each of the 3 categories
listed above. The remaining 6 credits are the students choice!
Example:
Year 1: 5 courses ,Wednesday Night Live and Bible Milestone
Year 2: 5 courses and Wednesday Night Live
Year 3: 5 courses, mentoring and a faith statement.
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Building Block #4. Playlists for
Faith Formation
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Playlists
ª Curated group of digital and local
learning experiences and
resources (e.g. videos, websites,
books, games, articles, etc.).
ª Weaves together these learning
experiences into a sequenced
pathway on a topic .
ª Broadens opportunities to engage
in cohesive, interest-driven
connected learning experiences
that combine a variety of ways to
learn.
ª Creates a rich network of
experiences for learners.
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Micro-Learning Activities
Multiple Ways to Learn

Faith
Formation
Playlists

Mix of Methods & Media
Learning Apps
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Digital Resources
• Online content and
activities
• Content and activities from
Christian publishers
• Online courses & programs
• Video
• Audio/Podcasts
• Images
• Apps
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Transform Your Current Curriculum
Resources, Texts, and Programs
into Playlists
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Designing Playlists: Menu Approach
• Read
• Watch
• Participate
• Listen
• Pray and Reflect
• Live or Practice
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Designing Playlists: Menu Approach
• Read
• Watch
• Participate
• Listen
• Pray and Reflect
• Live or Practice
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E-Newsletter
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Webpage
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Designing Playlists: Learning Process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Engage
Explore
Create
Perform/
Present

Engage the
learner

Share and
debrief the
learning

Perform /
Present the
Project

Explore the
topic

Create a
project
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Learning Process Approach
Week 1. Engage the learner in the topic or theme (synchronous)
• Synchronous live streamed session to “gather” the group, introduce the
topic/theme, and show how it connects to the life of the learner.
Methods: presentation, demonstration, video, storytelling, etc.
Week 2. Explore the topic of theme (asynchronous)
• Learners select one or more activities that go deeper into the topic or
theme. This can take many forms (video, audio, text, reading, prayer or
ritual, etc.)
Week 3. Practice and demonstrate learning (asynchronous)
• Learners use a variety of methods to create an activity, individually or
with others in the group, that demonstrate learning. Learning apps can
provide a creative way to design an activity.
Week 4. Perform and present the project (synchronous)
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Michigan Conference
UMC
Children’s Ministry
“Faith & Family Playlist”
Rev. Kathy Pittenger

https://michiganumc.org/resourc
es/childrens-ministry-toolbox/faith-family-playlists
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First Presbyterian, Stillwater, OK
https://www.fpcfaithfulfamilies.com
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Building Block #5.
Online & Blended Approaches
Gathered
Programming
(church,
camp, mission
trip, retreat
center,
community
places)

Blended
Program
Gathered &
Online

Online
Programming
(individual,
families, small
groups)
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Faith Formation in 2020-21
Live
Programming

Small Group
Gatherings

Online
Programming

@Home
Daily Life
36
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Online & Blended
Programming
1. Fully Online
Programming
(Asynchronous)
2. Blended Program (Both)
3. Live Streamed
Programing (Both or
Only Synchronous)
4. Extended Programming
(Asynchronous)
5. Event-Centered
Programming (Both)
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Digital Tools
• A Digital Platform for Faith
Formation: Websites – Weebly,
Squarespace, Wix
• Online Learning Platforms:
Edmodo, Google Classroom
• Video Conferencing & Streaming:
Zoom, Facebook Live, YouTube
Live
• Group Interaction: Facebook
Groups
• Communication Tools: Email,
Texting
• Social Media Tools: Facebook,
Instagram
• Digital Learning Apps
38
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Website
Builder:
Weebly.com
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Approach 1.
Fully Online
Programming
(asynchronous)
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Offer online programs, especially
for youth, adults, and parents.

Independent
Self-Directed
or Small
Group
Learning

Curate programming using a
thematic approach (goals, topics,
interests) into Playlists.
Develop Playlists for self-directed
independent learning with
courses from seminaries,
universities, websites, etc.
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Yale Bible Study
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University of Dayton,
Virtual Learning
Community for Faith
Formation
University of Notre,
STEP
Formed
Ascension Press Media
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Approach 2.
Blended Faith
Formation
(Synchronous and
Asynchronous)
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Flipped Learning

@ Home / Daily Life

@ The Program

Exploring the Content
- print, audio, video,
activities

Applying the Content:
Create – Practice Perform - Participate
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Online Learning Platform
Edmodo
(https://new.edmodo.com)
An online learning platform
provides a way to connect
children and youth (and
parents) with teachers/leaders
and the content in a safe
environment.
This can provide a long-term
format for blending gathered
and online learning.
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Our Confirmation preparation program has two components: Once a
month in-person classes and an online study. The online study is a
place for students to develop their faith weekly by completing multimedia lessons which include videos, reading, Saint reflections,
multiple-choice questions and online small group discussions. Each
small group has their own online space to discuss faith topics, ask
questions, and pray for one another.
• Class Sessions - Once a month (7 in total for each year)
• Online Sessions - Three per month
• “Insight” Youth Group Meetings - Attend Three Per Year
• Service Projects - Two per year
• Retreat - Year 1 and 2
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VCat
Video
Catechism
for Teens
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Approach 3.
Blended Programming
+ Live Streaming
(asynchronous and
(synchronous)
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Small
Group
Plan

1. Live Stream and/or Zoom
Meeting (synchronous)
2. Online Playlist of content
(reading, video, audio podcasts,
and/or printed materials)
(asynchronous)
• Developmentally-appropriate
activities for children, teens,
adults, and/or the whole family.
• Resources for parent
enrichment to use the activities
at home
3. Group Discussion in Facebook
Group (asynchronous) or Zoom
Meeting (synchronous)
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Example:
Small Group
Plan

• Week 1. Live stream
presentation/ demonstration for
all small groups to introduce
theme + @home study activities
• Week 2. Small group exploration
+ @home study (online)
• Week 3. Small group exploration
+ @home integration activity
(online)
• Week 4. Live online session for
all groups to share and present
creative project
Playlist provides the learning
activities for individual and small
group study
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Discipleship or faith sharing
groups or study groups
• Bible study groups
• Theological formation study groups
• Theme/issue-oriented study groups
• Book groups

Expand
Small Group
Experiences

Practice-focused groups
• Prayer/spiritual formation
• Service/faith in action
Support/affinity groups
• Life transition groups
• Men / women groups
• Married couples / parent groups
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1. Live Stream and/or Zoom
Meeting (synchronous)

Large
Group
Plan

2. Online Playlist of content
(reading, video, audio podcasts,
and/or printed materials)
(asynchronous)
• Developmentally-appropriate
activities for children, teens,
adults, and/or the whole family.
• Resources for parent
enrichment to use the learning
activities at home
3. Group Discussion in Facebook
Group (asynchronous) or Zoom
Meeting (synchronous)
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Live Streaming
Monthly Model
Week 1 – Live Stream
Presentation/Demonstration

Week 1 – Live Stream
Presentation/Demonstration

Week 2 – Learning @ Home +
Sharing Projects

Week 2 – Learning @ Home

Week 3 – Live Stream
Presentation/Demonstration

Week 3 – Project @ Home
Week 4 – Sharing Project

Week 4 – Learning @ Home +
Sharing Projects
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ChurchWide
Justice &
Service
Focus

Month-long Plan
1. Select a justice issue, social need,
etc. as a focus
2. Research the issue/need: curate
learning resources and action
projects (direct aid, advocacy, etc.)
3. Kick-off the month with a live
stream presentation/demonstration
4. Engage all ages in online learning
experiences on the issue/need
(video, activities, etc.)
5. Engage in one or more action
projects that can be done in families
or intergenerational groups (physical
or online setting)
6. Bring everyone together (online) to
share their experience
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Extended Time
Hour 1

Introduction, Prayer (song, video)
Presentation/Demonstration #1 via Live Stream
@ Home activity + break

Hour 2

Presentation/Demonstration #2 via Live Stream
@ Home activity + break

Hour 3

Presentation/Demonstration #3 via Live Stream
@ Home activity + break + snack

Closing

Reflections on the Program and Closing Prayer
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Family or Intergenerational
Presented from a Central Location
Welcome & Opening Prayer
Part 1

All Ages Introduction to the Theme (live stream)
All Ages Experience (live stream)

Part 2

Demonstration of Home Activities (live stream)
At Home Family Activity (resources online)
(age appropriate, together or individualized)
At Home Adult Presentation (video or live stream)

Part 3

Quick Sharing from Participants using Facebook
Page or Photos on Instagram
Closing Reflections & Prayer/Ritual (live stream)
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Program Example: Called to Pray
Gathering and Opening Prayer
Welcome to Prayer Program
Prayer Experiences: Demonstrate Live & Practice @Home
• Activity 1: Creating a Space for Prayer
• Activity 2: Praying with Scripture
• Activity 3: Praying with the Psalms
• Activity 4: Intercessory Prayer
• Activity 5: The Jesus Prayer

Making Prayer an Essential Part of Family Life
Closing Prayer
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Approach 4.
Extended
Programming
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Adult Playlist
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Approach 5.
Event-Centered
Programming
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Event-Centered Programming
Preparing
• What types of
experiences,
programming,
activities, and
resources will you
develop to
prepare people
for the event?
• Independent,
small group, large
group
• Blended
• Playlists

Experiencing

Living

• How will you
design the event?
• How will you
engage age
groups, families,
and the faith
community?

• How will you
sustain/extend
the event?
• What types of
experiences,
programs,
activities, and
resources will you
offer people?
• Independent,
small group, large
group
• Blended
• Playlists
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Vibrant Faith Catalyst

LifelongFaith.com
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A Guide to Transforming Faith
Formation for a New World
Download in the Toolkit on VF Catalyst or at
www.LifelongFaith.com
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